
MINUTES OF A  MEETING OF
TWINEHAM PARISH COUNCIL

MONDAY, 20  AUGUST 2012 AT TWINEHAM SCHOOLth

Present: Mrs Hirst (Chairman), Mrs Veaney, Mrs Murphy, Dr Vaughan 
In attendance: Mrs Jones (Clerk)

26 Apologies for Absence were received from Mr Worsley.

27 Declarations of Interest: 

Mrs Hirst declared a prejudicial interest in the planning application for the new driveway in Bob Lane
as an immediate neighbour.

28 Public Question Time: 

There were six members of the public present with regard to the application for the new driveway in Bob
Lane. The applicants, Mr and Mrs Henson, neighbours Roger Gloyn, Vicki Pring, and Charlie Arnold.
Chris Veaney was present to give his technical appraisal and not as a resident.  Mr Veaney stated that
the sight lines for the driveway were below the minimum requirement for a highway with an average
speed of 32 mph. Mr Henson stated that when his family moved to Coombe Farm there would be a
number of movements  from the property with the school run and travel to work.  The majority of these
journeys would be to the east and the existing access would necessitate negotiating the sharp bends.
There were a number of properties already with access on the bends and the new access would be safer
for the family. Other members of the public considered that the new access would be more dangerous
for other road users.  Mrs Hirst stated that although access for the Fire Service had been stated as a
reason for the need for the new access, the Fire Service had informed her that the current access could
be improved to resolve this problem.  Concerns were expressed regarding the removal of a section of the
hedgerow although Mr Henson stated that the work would be done in the winter to keep any disturbance
to a minimum.  There could also be a problem with hgvs using the new access which would be sited on
the width restricted section of the lane.  The public question time period at an end, Mrs Hirst left the
room during the discussion of the next item on the agenda.

29 Planning Applications

In the absence of the Chairman, Mrs Veaney was elected to the chair.

02386/FUL: Coombe Farm, Bob Lane, Twineham
New driveway from Bob Lane to serve barn conversion (permitted under 11/03197/FUL)

It was understood that this was an emotive issue for all parties but that the Parish Council would need
to consider the planning and highway issues.  The final arbiter in this matter would be the Planning
Authority based on the advice of the Highways Department.  Advice from Mr Veaney had been
circulated stating that the proposed distance of 2.0 metres given on the application plans was less than
the minimum required 2.4 metres.  This could result in the front of a vehicle emerging from the access
encroaching on the carriageway with consequent safety implication for approaching vehicles in Bob Lane
which is narrow and reduces the ability of an approaching driver manoeuvring to avoid a vehicle leaving
the access.  Although the applicant had stated that the new access would be ‘safer’ as vehicles to Coombe
Farm would not need to negotiate the two bends in Bob Lane, this assumed that all vehicle would
approach from Twineham Lane although large vehicles such as horse boxes using the preferred route for
HGV's from Wineham Lane would need to travel further along Bob Lane and negotiate the two sharp
bends.  Concerns were also expressed regarding the loss of mature hedgerow and the possible removal
of an oak tree in order to achieve the required sight line.  It was noted that when the original application



had been approved for the conversion of the farm buildings, the access and servicing arrangements had
been considered satisfactory and were to remain as existing.

After further discussion it was unanimously agreed to object to this application on grounds of  the safety
implications of the reduced standard for the visibility splay proposed, on the loss of mature hedge and
the need for large vehicles to travel further through the narrow and bendy section of Bob Lane. 

Mrs Hirst then rejoined the meeting.

12/02673/FUL: Park House, Twineham Lane, Twineham
Installation of solar photovoltaic system for domestic use of Park House only

No objections although concerns were raised regarding the visual intrusion of the panels due to the
necessary angling of the panels.

END


